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I served as a chaplain with the U.S. Army in Afghanistan. I lived under drones: 

some unarmed, surveillance drones, others armed with hell-fire missiles.  I saw them in 

the sky and on the run-way at Kandahar Air Field.  

As a military chaplain, one of my duties was to support dignified transfer 

ceremonies. This ceremony is a military tradition performed on the run-way, to honor 

American war dead, as their remains leave the combat zone to the United States. In the 

ceremony, a flag-draped casket is carried by soldiers across the tarmac up the ramp of 

the C-17 Air Force transport plane; the soldiers salute; the chaplain reads the name, 

age, and hometown of the fallen and shares a few words about surviving family, then 

reads scripture, and prays. Finally, TAPS is played on a bugle. The ceremony says this 

life mattered. 

During my tour of duty I supported more than a dozen dignified transfer 

ceremonies, at all hours of the day and night. Each time I was granted special access to 

the run-way. Those were the times I would see the drones, parked on the runway, 

taking off or landing. Even though I was there on the ground, I was a junior officer and 

had limited access to information. The drone program was shrouded in mystery and 
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nobody I met in uniform was inclined to talk much about it. When I saw drones land 

unarmed, I wondered, “was it just a surveillance mission?” or, “did it just delivered death 

through hell-fire?” I wondered, “Who did we kill? What was their name? Where did they 

live? Who had loved them?” 

I tried to figure out what was really going on. This was difficult because of the 

secrecy surrounding drone strikes. When I had internet access I downloaded books and 

reports by non-governmental organization. I read the Washington Post and the New 

York Times. I learned we were firing hell-fire missiles from armed drones to kill men who 

were spotted placing improvised explosive devices in roads, a type of killing which 

struck me as unnecessary overkill. I read a joint study by two university law schools that 

was published the month I arrived in Afghanistan called, Living Under Drones: Death 

Injury and Trauma to Civilians from U.S. Drone Practices in Pakistan. The details it 

contained caused me great anguish.  

Less than a month after I deployed to Afghanistan, a grandmother who lived over 

the hill from our base camp was out gathering okra in a field when she was apparently 

killed by a U.S. drone strike. I say apparently because official sources claimed they 

killed “militants” that day. I didn’t see her, or anyone else, die. All I saw were the drones, 

taking off, landing, and circling around. Only months later did I read reports about the 

incident and hear the testimony of 13 year-old Zubair Rehman, describing how he saw 

his grandmother blown to bits by two hellfire missiles, and now lives in fear of blue 

skies, because that is when the drones fly. 

Eventually I concluded our drone strikes were harming innocent people, in a 

manner that seemed to me both disproportionate and unnecessary. This method of war-
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fighting does not fit with my understanding of just war theory and was in conflict with 

deeply held military values like courage, honor and integrity. Army regulations state 

clearly that chaplains are “obligated to speak with a prophetic voice against issues of 

moral turpitude in conflict with Army values.”  

I became concerned that my silence about armed drones would constitute a 

betrayal of these values and tacit endorsement of killer drones, so I decided to preach a 

sermon in a chapel at Kandahar Air Field questioning the morality of such warfare. It 

was well-received by the service-members and U.S. contractors who attended so I 

emailed it to the staff at my denomination’s national office and they posted it online. An 

Army lawyer found it there and brought it to the attention of my commander in 

Afghanistan who then summoned me to his office. He said “you make us look like the 

bad guys” and “the message does not support the mission.” He had me investigated, 

and I was officially reprimanded and released from active duty for “retraining.” 

In those moments on the run-way I was confronted with two stark realities: the 

dignified transfer ceremony that honored, personalized and humanized the death of our 

own, and the armed drone strike that dishonored, depersonalized and dehumanized the 

death of others. The dignified transfer ceremony said, “our deaths matter,” the drone 

strikes said, “their deaths don’t.”  

So as for the impact of armed drones on me – I feel guilt for what is being done 

in my name through the use of armed drones. I have moral pain. My story illustrates 

how military officials, including chaplains, operate under significant constraints and 

citizen engagement is essential.  


